
and the Frontage Road.  Vegetation along the ski way is also preserved and enhanced.

The proposed changes to the building envelope will have little impact upon neighbors
due to the remoteness of the property and buffer zones provided.  The adjoining
property owner, Lot 39-2, has revised the proposed changes to the SDD and has
authorized the submittal of the application.  The proposed changes will not result in a
structure with any significant increase in bulk and mass on the property.

The proposal is in compliance with this criterion.

2. Relationship: Uses, activity and density which provide a compatible, efficient and
workable relationship with surrounding uses and activity.

Applicant Response:    All uses, activity, and density are currently allowed by the SDD
for this property.  There are no proposed amendments to the list of permitted,
conditional, and accessory uses.  Density remains the same, with one dwelling unit plus
one Type 2 EHU allowed per lot.  As a result, the proposal is in compliance with this
criterion.

3. Parking And Loading: Compliance with parking and loading requirements as outlined in
chapter 10 of this title.

Applicant Response:   All parking requirements will be met.  The proposed amendments
have no impact on this criterion.

4. Comprehensive Plan: Conformity with applicable elements of the Vail comprehensive
plan, town policies and urban design plans.

Applicant Response:  Cascade Village does not have a specific master plan beyond the
Vail Land Use Plan to provide guidance on development within the area.  The following
land use goals and policies from the Vail Land Use Plan are applicable to the project:

1. General Growth / Development

1.1. Vail should continue to grow in a controlled environment, maintaining a
balance between residential, commercial and recreational uses to serve both the
visitor and the permanent resident.

1.3. The quality of development should be maintained and upgraded whenever
possible.

The Town Vail Land Use Plan offers the following goals with regard to employee
housing:

5.3 Affordable employee housing should be made available through private
efforts, assisted by limited incentives, provided by the Town of Vail, with
appropriate restrictions.
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5.5 The existing employee housing base should be preserved and upgraded.
Additional employee housing needs should be accommodated at varied sites
throughout the community.

In 2008, the Town of Vail established the Employee Housing Strategic Plan, which
brought together all of the Town�s goals on employee housing into a single plan. It also
provides guidance applicable to this project:

The single goal of the Plan is clear and concise...�acquire 1,000 additional
resident housing unit deed restrictions by the year 2027.� When achieved, this
goal, along with the more than 698 existing deed restricted homes, ensures
homes for more than 3,736 Vail residents.

In this case, the applicant is proposing to mitigate employee housing at a rate of two
times the size of the EHU required for this site, in effect replacing a 500 sq. ft. EHU
requirement with a 1,000 sq. ft. EHU requirement which achieves the goals of the
Employee Housing Strategic Plan.

In 2006, through the Vail 20/20 Focus on the Future process the community
established a housing goal.  It is as follows:

�The Town of Vail recognizes the need for housing as infrastructure that
promotes community, reduces transit needs and keeps more employees living in
the town, and will provide enough deed-restricted housing for at least 30 percent
of the workforce through policies, regulations and publicly initiated development.�

Based upon the community�s work, the Vail Town Council has confirmed the
Town of Vail recognizes deed restricted employee housing as basic
infrastructure. This type of housing allows employees to live within the town,
promoting community, and improving the quality of our local workforce, thereby
supporting the local economy, and reducing regional transit needs.  The
Employee Housing Strategic Plan (EHSP) seeks to meet the expectations
established by the community and confirmed by the Town Council and provide
enough deed-restricted housing for at least 30 percent of the community�s
workforce to live in the Town of Vail through a variety of policies, regulations and
publicly initiated development projects.

As indicated in this submittal, the proposal complies with and furthers the purposes and
goals of the Town�s employee housing requirements and master plans.  The proposal
conforms with the goals outlined in the Vail Land Use Plan.

5. Natural And/Or Geologic Hazard: Identification and mitigation of natural and/or geologic
hazards that affect the property on which the special development district is proposed.

Applicant Response:   The proposed amendment has has no effect on the above
criterion.  According to the Town of Vail Hazard Maps (GIS), there are no natural or
geologic hazards that affect the property.
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6. Design Features: Site plan, building design and location and open space provisions
designed to produce a functional development responsive and sensitive to natural
features, vegetation and overall aesthetic quality of the community.

Applicant Response:  The proposal to amend the building envelope has two important
objectives for the applicant:

Creating a building envelope which is similar in size to the originally adopted building
envelope, but clarifying that roof overhangs and retaining walls can extend beyond
the envelope, which is consistent with how all other properties are treated by the
Town Code.

Creating a secondary recreational use envelope for improvements such as patios
and recreational facilities, specifically the allowance for the padel court the applicant
is proposing.

When the language regulating building envelopes was developed back in 1997 for Lot
39-1 and 39-2, the proposed envelopes were extensive and covered the entire buildable
area of the lots.    The envelopes were similar to more traditional setbacks, and limited
development to areas with slopes below 40% and protected existing vegetation on the
site.  The originally proposed envelopes which were reviewed by the Planning and
Environmental Commission in 1997 were based on this graphic:
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Building envelopes for Lot 39-1 and Lot 39-2 as reviewed and recommended approval by the Planning and
Environmental Commission in 1997.  The building envelopes were sited to avoid steep slopes and existing
vegetation.



However, when reviewed by the Town Council in 1998, the building envelopes had been
further limited, and were approved based on this graphic:

These building envelopes were likely the result of additional design of the homes for the
properties, and were designed to encompass the proposed homes only.  The language
regarding the restrictions on what could occur outside the building envelope was not
modified in response to the reduction in the building envelope size.

The proposal corrects this oversight and creates two building envelopes: one
specifically for the home itself, and one that allows recreation facilities that are located
appropriately on the site.

In 1987, when the original Lot 39 was created, significant open space was granted to
the Town.  Additionally the proposed location of the building envelope and recreation
use envelope are appropriately located to minimize impacts to mature vegetation uphill
on the property.  The proposed envelope is sensitive to the natural areas of the property.

The proposal is consistent with this criterion.
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Building envelopes for Lot 39-1 and Lot 39-2 as approved by the Town Council in 1998.  The building envelopes
were clearly located as to encompass just the structure itself.  However, the language about what could occur
outside the building envelope was not modified to allow for site improvements such as patios and recreation
facilities or roof overhangs.



7. Traffic: A circulation system designed for both vehicles and pedestrians addressing on
and off site traffic circulation.

Applicant Response: There are few effects on traffic with the proposed SDD
amendment.  Initially, there was some concern about the ability of these lots to each
have a Type 2 EHU, as the development standards require a wider access to 4 units.
When requiring the Type 2 EHUs, the Town Council also specifically stated that the
access road width was adequate to serve these units.  As a result, allowing the EHUs to
be located elsewhere actually serves to bring the road width into compliance with
current code, and is a benefit to the traffic anticipated for the units.  The relocation of the
building envelope does not impact the traffic circulation system.

8. Landscaping: Functional and aesthetic landscaping and open space in order to optimize
and preserve natural features, recreation, views and function.

Applicant Response:   The building envelope has been located in such a way as to
minimize any impacts to existing trees and to ensure that development does not occur
on any areas with steep slopes.  This allows for the preservation of natural features on
the lot.  The envelope has also been located to minimize any impacts to views from
adjacent property owners, specifically those from Lot 39-1 and the applicant has
continued to work with this neighbor to ensure that the envelope location is appropriate
and minimizes impacts to their property.

9. Workable Plan: Phasing plan or subdivision plan that will maintain a workable,
functional and efficient relationship throughout the development of the special
development district.

Applicant Response: There is no phasing or subdivision plan associated with this
application.
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IV. ADJACENT ADDRESSES

ALURA VAIL LLC
1472 MATTERHORN CIR
VAIL, CO 81657-4366

TOWN OF VAIL
FINANCE DEPT
75 S FRONTAGE RD W
VAIL, CO 81657-5043

POINTES OF COLORADO
EAGLE POINT RESORT
1500 MATTERHORN CIR
VAIL, CO 81657-4354

THE EAGLE POINTE CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION
EAST WEST RESORTS
PO BOX 8280
AVON, CO 81620

VAIL HOTEL PARTNERS LLC
LAURUS CORPORATION
ATTN: ANDRES SZITA
1880 CENTURY PARK E STE 1016
LOS ANGELES, CA 90067-1623

VAIL CORPORATION
THE FIXED ASSETS DEPARTMENT
390 INTERLOCKEN CRES STE 1000
BROOMFIELD, CO 80021-8056

SOHO DEVELOPMENT LLC
FIXED ASSETS DEPT
390 INTERLOCKEN CRES STE 1000
BROOMFIELD, CO 80021-8056

SAVOY VILLAS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION,
INC.
BOLD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
P.O. BOX 5800,
AVON, CO 81620

SIMBA RUN CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
MCNEILL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
2077 N FRONTAGE ROAD #D
VAIL, CO 81657

EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT
846 FOREST RD
VAIL, CO 81657-5704

ROBERT J. ROSEN 2005 QPRT � ETAL
 1127 LAKE AVE 
GREENWICH, CT 06831-2748

TORRAS, IGNACIO
13 E RIVERCREST DR
HOUSTON, TX 77042-2513

BLUME FAMILY PTNSHP
KRISTEN BLUME
PO BOX 504
CHEYENNE, WY 82003-0504

DEWS, JULIANNA
PO BOX 362
VAIL, CO 81658-0362

DAVID W. STASSEN REVOCABLE TRUST
8171  BAY COLONY DR APT 501
NAPLES, FL 34108-7563

MONTE VISTA PARTNERS LLC
2633 PEMBERTON DR
HOUSTON, TX 77005-3441

DOUBLE BLACK LLC
38 STRATFORD RD
HARRISON, NY 10528-1125

FLOWERS, DAVID & IZABEL
4701 S LAFAYETTE ST
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80113-5953

NANCY ANN HEINEN TRUST, NANCY ANN HEINEN
TRUSTEE
2565 SOM CENTER RD
HUNTING VALLEY, OH 44022-6651

ANNETTE G. FREY REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST
12604 E 127TH ST S
BROKEN ARROW, OK 74011-5650

H&C STONE REVOCABLE TRUST
615 PALISADES AVE
SANTA MONICA, CA 90402-2723

SHIM, JAMES - CHEN, CHARLENE L.
1226 WESTHAVEN CIR APT E
VAIL, CO 81657-4359

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
W 6TH AVE & KIPLING ST
LAKEWOOD, CO 80225-0546

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
JOAL HORMANN, U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
REAL ESTATE DIVISION, WE 330
SAN BRUNO, CA 94099

LIFTSIDE CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
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ATTN:  DON MACLACHLAN
VAIL RESIDENCES AT HOTEL TALISA
1476 WESTHAVEN DR
VAIL, CO 81657

LIFTSIDE CONDOMINIUM ASSOC
1234 WESTHAVEN DR
VAIL, CO 81657-4394

CASCADE VILLAGE ASSOCIATION
C/O VAIL RESIDENCES HOTEL TALISA
ATTN: MACLACHLAN
1476 WESTHAVEN DRIVE
VAIL 81657

CASCADE VILLAGE METRO DISTRICT
KIM SETER
SETER & VANDER WALL, P.C.
7400 EAST ORCHARD ROAD, SUITE 3300
GREENWOOD VILLAGE CO 80111
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